NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SAND ASSOCIATION

Introduction to

The National Industrial Sand Association (NISA) is a trade association
organized to advance the interests of companies that mine or process
industrial sand. Formed in 1936, NISA’s membership consists of North
American industrial sand companies. NISA is a founding member of
the Industrial Minerals Association - North America (IMA-NA), through
which NISA accomplishes much of its mission-related activities. In addition
to participating in IMA-NA’s various committees and task forces, NISA
maintains both a Silica Health Eﬀects Committee and a Challenges and
Opportunities Task Force to address issues of speciﬁc interest to the
industrial sand industry. As the voice of industrial sand producers in North
America, NISA actively participates in the legislative, regulatory and
public aﬀairs spheres to ensure the industry is able to continue thriving for
years to come.
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Representing Sand
on Capitol Hill
NISA routinely meets with members of Congress, their personal staﬀ and
committee staﬀ on legislative issues of importance to the industrial sand
industry, such as agency oversight, budgets and appropriations. NISA
facilitates mine tours for members of Congress to better acquaint them
with our industry. NISA, separately as well as in conjunction with IMA-NA,
routinely ﬁles statements for the record and occasionally testiﬁes on
matters of legislative concern. Taxation issues, such as the percentage
depletion allowance, increasingly are becoming more prominent. All NISA
staﬀ members are registered lobbyists.

Supporting Reasonable Regulation of
the Sand Industry – Crystalline
Silica Rulemaking
NISA actively engaged in the 2016 Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) rulemaking addressing regulations on
occupational exposure to respirable crystalline silica. NISA staﬀ and
members met with oﬃcials at OSHA and at the Oﬃce of Management and
Budget (OMB) prior to the issuance of a proposal. Throughout the
rulemaking process NISA ﬁled comments on the proposal, testiﬁed at the
public hearings, ﬁled post-hearing comments and briefs and met with
oﬃcials at OMB again, prior to issuance of the ﬁnal rule. NISA also
invested time meeting with oﬃcials at the Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA), which is expected to propose its own respirable
crystalline silica regulations. The respirable crystalline silica standard
stands as the most impactful regulation, in recent years, for the sand
industry and its customers. NISA has consistently provided the industry
perspective to regulators and will continue to do so during the next
rulemaking process for proposals that aﬀect the industry.
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Leading the Industry in
Health and Safety Standards
NISA is committed to the elimination of the adverse health eﬀects
associated with the inhalation of respirable crystalline silica. To that end,
NISA has developed a manual titled Occupational Health Program for
Exposure to Crystalline Silica in the Industrial Sand Industry (OHP). The
manual provides guidelines by which NISA member companies can monitor
occupational exposures and associated health eﬀects of crystalline silica
exposure. The guidance included in the manual reﬂects the
recommendations of health research organizations such as the American
Thoracic Society (ATS), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) and regulatory agencies such as the Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA).
This guidance is provided to assist member companies in designing a
program to meet the elements of exposure monitoring and medical
assessment of employees under the NISA Silicosis Prevention Program
(SPP). The SPP is a fundamental component of membership with NISA,
with the OHP providing members with an outline and recommended
approaches for combating overexposure to respirable crystalline silica.
Each company is, however, ultimately responsible for tailoring its program
to meet its individual needs.

Building Relationships
Across Government Agencies
NISA cultivates relationships across the various government agencies with
either jurisdictional authority over the sand industry or those agencies
whose scientiﬁc work can help drive improvements in operations. NISA
staﬀ maintains close connections with MSHA staﬀ and are able to
facilitate better interactions and quicker resolutions when issues arise
between NISA members and MSHA.
NISA enjoys a robust partnership with the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) on such diverse issues as its BReader certiﬁcation program and its cancer policy Current Intelligence
Bulletin. NISA member companies also collaborated with NIOSH to create
a Dust Control Handbook for Industrial Minerals Mining and Processing.
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As representatives for all of North America, NISA actively engages the
regulatory agencies in Canada as well as in the United States. NISA
recently collaborated with the Government of Canada on its Chemical
Management Plan initiative, which evaluated whether quartz was an
environmental toxin under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
In addition to federal issue areas, NISA regularly ﬁles substantive
comments with U.S. state and Canadian provincial agencies on regulatory

Bettering the Industry
through Collaboration

initiatives addressing crystalline silica, most notably on permissible
occupational exposure limits.

Collaboration and coalition building is a cornerstone to the success of
many lobbying eﬀorts. NISA is an organization that recognizes the
beneﬁts of collaborating when an issue calls for a united front across
multiple industries or stakeholders. NISA is a founding member of the
American Chemistry Council’s Crystalline Silica Panel, which for more
than 25 years has served as a forum for multi-sector cooperation on
health/environmental issues related to crystalline silica. NISA also serves
on the Panel’s Executive Committee.
NISA regularly partners with allied organizations, such as EUROSIL, on
scientiﬁc and regulatory matters related to crystalline silica.
Additionally, NISA sees the importance in working with customer groups,
such as the American Petroleum Institute (API) and the Glass Packaging
Institute (GPI) on legislative and regulatory matters of importance to
users of industrial sand.
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Researching for the

Future
As a part of continued leadership in improving operations across the
industrial sand industry, NISA regularly sponsors and participates in
research studies. In the midst of the rulemakings related to crystalline
silica, NISA sponsored a major epidemiology study that (a) examined the
relationship between exposures to respirable crystalline silica and chest
X-ray changes consistent with silicosis, and (b) the progression of
radiographic changes, as revealed on interpretation of periodic X-rays.
NISA co-sponsored with EUROSIL a reanalysis of a silica-related
epidemiology study of German porcelain workers evaluating, among
other things, a silicosis disease exposure threshold.
In addition to the studies related to silicosis, NISA’s Challenges and
Opportunities Task Force co-sponsors research with the American Foundry
Society (AFS) to improve the operational eﬀectiveness of sand molds and
castings in the foundry industry.
Finally, NISA member companies regularly host research teams from the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), where
they have developed such technology innovations as a clothes-cleaning
booth, a person-wearable video camera linked to direct-read exposure
monitoring devices and an ergonomics assessment tool.

Operations
NISA’s activities are facilitated by four staﬀ members, whose education
and experience reﬂect diverse professional disciplines.
NISA staﬀ routinely responds to media inquiries on behalf of the industrial
sand industry. NISA also proactively submits op-eds addressing the
industry’s perspectives.
NISA holds two business meetings a year, in conjunction with IMA-NA. Its
committees and task forces meet during these business meetings and as
necessary between these meetings. NISA also participates in the IMA-NA
Industrial Minerals Technology Workshop.
NISA hosts occasional seminars for the beneﬁt of its member companies.
These seminars address such topics as complying with the NISA Silicosis
Prevention Program and eﬀectively utilizing the NISA Occupational Health
Program manual.
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NISA’s Silica Health Eﬀects Committee annually reports to the Board of
Directors and the member companies the aggregated results of dust
exposure monitoring and periodic chest X-ray medical surveillance. The
Committee also revises the NISA Occupational Health Program manual, as
necessary, to keep it current with scientiﬁc and technological advances.
In an eﬀort to continue to ensure the Association is acting in accordance
with member needs, NISA recently conducted a strategic planning session
to solicit input from member companies and align staﬀ priorities with the
strategy.

In April 1936, twenty-ﬁve sand companies formally organized NISA at a
meeting in Pittsburgh. NISA grew out of the Industrial Sand Division
Committee of the National Sand and Gravel Association, when the
industrial sand companies saw a need for a separate organization more
tailored to the industry’s needs. Since its inception, NISA has been a
dynamic organization focused on both historical and new issues that
impact the industry. Over the years NISA has utilized member companies’
knowledge and concerns to steer the agenda.
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NISA’s leadership on silica and silicosis prevention has been and remains
a cornerstone of the association’s work. Members work continually to
improve safety and health programs, using the best scientiﬁc materials
to set high standards for their operations. In addition, throughout the
years, NISA has consistently acted as an industry leader on issues such as:
transportation, tax allowances, trade, and labor. As a uniﬁed group, NISA
has successfully lobbied government entities and helped build better
working relationships between the sand industry and other
stakeholders.
Directed by membership, the organization has been a steady voice for an
industry, focused on continuous improvement, even as similar issues
arise decade after decade. As the organization approaches 100 years of
existence, new and familiar challenges are sure to arise for the industry;
and NISA will continue to proudly represent sand producers through each
challenge.

● For more information
visit us at
www.sand.org
1200 18th St NW ● Suite 1150
Washington DC 20036
202-457-0200
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